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(57) A portable telephone determines whether or not
an entry that serves to select a particular character input
mode has been accepted. If the portable telephone de-
termines that the entry that serves to select the particular
character input mode has been accepted, the portable
telephone displays a list screen on which lists of particular
types of characters are categorized and are indicated
using tabs corresponding to the types at a part of a char-
acter input screen. Thereafter, if the portable telephone
accepts an entry from the user that serves to select a
tab, the portable telephone selects a tab corresponding
to the entry from the list screen and displays a list screen
of the particular type of character corresponding to the
selected tab on a character input screen.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to portable elec-
tronic devices, character input screen display methods,
and programs that accept inputs of characters and sym-
bols.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In recent years, upon transmission of electronic
mail from an ordinary portable electronic device such as
a portable telephone, special characters such as pictorial
characters as well as ordinary characters such as Hira-
gana characters and alphanumeric characters have
been used. Thus, the number of types of characters that
can be input into portable electronic devices tends to in-
crease.
[0003] Generally, to input particular types of charac-
ters on a portable electronic device, whenever an entry,
that serves to press a particular key to which predeter-
mined types of characters (for example, Chinese char-
acters, Katakana characters, alphabetic characters, nu-
meric characters, symbols, pictorial characters, moving
pictorial characters, and so forth) that can be input on
the portable electronic device are assigned, is accepted
from the user, the type of character that can be input is
changed to another one.
[0004] In such a method, while a character input
screen, for example, as shown in Fig. 1 is displayed, if
an entry that serves to press a particular key KY is ac-
cepted, the type of character that can be input is changed
to another one. For example, if the particular key KY is
pressed the first time, the input mode is changed to a
double byte symbol input mode; if the particular key KY
is pressed second time, the current input mode is
changed to a pictorial character input mode. In the ex-
ample shown in Fig. 1, as the type of character is changed
to another one, an indication of the "type of character
that can be currently input" represented by a dotted rec-
tangular box shown in Fig. 1 is changed.
[0005]  A technique that improves convenience to the
user in the case in which an entry that serves to change
a function of the portable electronic device is accepted
from him or her has been proposed (for example, refer
to Patent Literature 1).
[0006] In the technique disclosed in Patent Literature
1, the contents of processes that can be executed on a
plurality of screens are indicated using tabs that are
caused to correspond thereto. In the case in which the
user selects his or her desired tab with a dedicated se-
lection key disposed to select a tab, the current screen
is changed to a screen that displays the contents of the
process that are caused to correspond to the tab.

RELATED ART LITERATURE

PATENT LITERATURE

[0007] Patent Literature 1: JP2004-064269A

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0008] However, in the method that changes the type
of character that can be input to another one whenever
the above-described particular key is pressed, as the
number of types of characters that can be input increas-
es, it is necessary to increase the number of types of
characters that are assigned to the particular key.
[0009] In other words, if the number of types of char-
acters that can be input is large, there is a problem in
which the number of times that the user presses the par-
ticular key becomes large, which results in an imposition
in that he or she needs to perform a cumbersome oper-
ation to select his or her desired type of character.
[0010] Thus, the user needs to experimentally memo-
rize the number of times he or she has pressed the par-
ticular key and the types of characters that can be input
corresponding to the number of times so as to smoothly
select his or her desired type of character. However, if
there are many types of characters that can be input, this
raises another problem in that it becomes difficult for the
user to memorize them.
[0011]  The operation in which the user selects his or
her desired function on a portable electronic device that
has a limited number of keys reduces user convenience.
[0012] In addition, if the technique disclosed in Patent
Literature 1 is simply applied to a character input screen
that requires the user to change the type of character
while causing a document data editing area EDT as
shown in Fig. 1 to be displayed, there is a further problem
in which the document data editing area EDT is also
changed to a screen that displays the contents of a proc-
ess, resulting in reducing user convenience.
[0013] An object of the present invention is to provide
portable electronic devices, character input screen dis-
play methods, and programs that can solve the above-
described problems.

MEANS THAT SOLVE THE PROBLEM

[0014] To solve the above-described problems, a port-
able electronic device according to the present invention
comprises a plurality of input buttons that serve to input
characters; a display section that displays an editing
screen that serves to edit a sentence using the characters
that have been input; a storage section that categorizes
particular types of characters and stores them as cate-
gorized; an input screen control section that causes said
display section to display a particular mode selection key
that serves to change to a particular character input mode
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in which said particular types of characters are input; and
a list display control section that reads said particular
types of characters from said storage section and causes
said display section to display a plurality of tabs caused
to correspond to the particular types of characters that
have been read and a type of character caused to cor-
respond to a first tab that is any one of the plurality of
tabs such that they do not entirely cover said editing
screen if the particular mode selection key displayed on
said display section is selected by a user, wherein said
list display control section changes a type of character
to be displayed on said display section from a type of
character caused to correspond to said first tab to a type
of character caused to correspond to a second tab other
than said first tab if said second tab other than said first
tab of the plurality of tabs that said display section dis-
plays is selected by the user.
[0015] To solve the above-described problems, a char-
acter input screen display method according to the
present invention comprises an input screen control proc-
ess that causes a display section that displays an editing
screen that serves to edit a sentence using characters
that are input through a plurality of input buttons that
serves to input characters to display a particular mode
selection key that changes to a particular character input
mode in which particular types of characters are input;
and a list display control process that causes said display
section to display a plurality of tabs caused to correspond
to the particular types of characters and a type of char-
acter caused to correspond to a first tab that is any one
of the plurality of tabs such that they do not entirely cover
said editing screen if the particular mode selection key
displayed on said display section is selected by a user,
wherein said list display control process changes a type
of character to be displayed on said display section from
a type of character caused to correspond to said first tab
to a type of character caused to correspond to a second
tab other than said first tab if said second tab other than
said first tab of the plurality of tabs displayed by said
display section is selected by the user.
[0016] A program for causing a computer, is to cause
a portable electronic device that has a display section
that displays an editing screen that serves to edit a sen-
tence using characters that are input to execute the pro-
cedures comprising an input screen control procedure
that causes said display section to display a particular
mode selection key that serves to change to a particular
character input mode in which particular types of char-
acters are input; and a list display control procedure caus-
es said display section to display a plurality of tabs
caused to correspond to the particular types of characters
and a type of character caused to correspond to a first
tab that is any one of the plurality of tabs such that they
do not entirely cover said editing screen if the particular
mode selection key displayed on said display section is
selected by a user, wherein said list display control proc-
ess changes a type of character to be displayed on said
display section from a type of character caused to cor-

respond to said first tab to a type of character caused to
correspond to a second tab other than said first tab if said
second tab other than said first tab of the plurality of tabs
displayed by said display section is selected by the user.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[0017] According to the present invention, a portable
electronic device having a plurality of input buttons that
serve to input characters causes a display section to dis-
play an editing screen that serves to edit a sentence using
the characters that have been input. Then, the portable
electronic device categorizes particular types of charac-
ters and stores them as categorized. Then, the portable
electronic device causes a particular mode selection key
that serves to change to a particular character input mode
in which the particular types of characters are input to be
displayed. Then, the portable electronic device reads the
particular types of characters from the storage section
and causes the display section to display a plurality of
tabs caused to correspond to the particular types of char-
acters that have been read and a type of character
caused to correspond to a first tab that is any one of the
plurality of tabs such that they do not entirely cover the
editing screen if the particular mode selection key dis-
played on the display section is selected by a user. Then,
the portable electronic device changes a type of charac-
ter to be displayed on the display section from a type of
character caused to correspond to the first tab to a type
of character caused to correspond to a second tab other
than the first tab if the second tab other than the first tab
of the plurality of tabs that the display section displays is
selected by the user.
[0018] In such a structure, even if the user inputs a
particular type of character such as pictorial character
and symbol on a portable electronic device having a lim-
ited number of keys arranged due to ongoing demand
for miniaturization, he or she can easily change the cur-
rent screen to a screen that accepts an input of the par-
ticular type of character, without reducing convenience
to him or her who edits document data displayed on the
display with which the portable electronic device is pro-
vided.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0019]

[Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing an example
of a screen structure of a character input screen dis-
played on an ordinary portable telephone.
[Fig. 2] is a schematic diagram showing the appear-
ance of a portable telephone according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[Fig. 3] is a schematic diagram showing the internal
structure of the portable telephone shown in Fig. 2.
[Fig. 4] is a schematic diagram showing the structure
of a character input control section shown in Fig. 3.
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[Fig. 5] is a schematic diagram showing an example
of the screen structure of a character input screen
in the state in which a pictorial character and symbol
input mode has not been selected.
[Fig. 6] is a schematic diagram showing a first ex-
ample of the screen structure of the character input
screen in the state in which the pictorial character
and symbol input mode has been selected.
[Fig. 7] is a schematic diagram showing a second
example of the screen structure of the character in-
put screen in the state in which the pictorial character
and symbol input mode has been selected.
[Fig. 8] is a schematic diagram showing a third ex-
ample of the screen structure of the character input
screen in the state in which the pictorial character
and symbol input mode has been selected.
[Fig. 9] is a flowchart showing an operation of the
portable telephone when it has accepted an input of
characters from a user.

BEST MODES THAT CARRY OUT THE INVENTION

(Embodiment 1)

[0020] Next, portable electronic devices (including
character input screen display methods and programs)
will be described.
[0021] In this descriptive example, although the case,
in which the portable electronic device according to the
present invention is portable telephone 1, will be exem-
plified, the portable electronic devices according to the
present invention may be any portable electronic devices
such as PDAs (Personal Digital assistants).
[0022] As shown in Fig. 2, portable telephone 1 is a
portable electronic device that is structured such that it
can accept an input of characters from the user and that
is provided with input section 15, display section 16, mi-
crophone 17, and speaker 18. Input section 15, display
section 16, microphone 17, and speaker 18 will be de-
scribed later with reference to Fig. 3.
[0023] Next, the structure of portable telephone 1
shown in Fig. 2 will be described.
[0024] As shown in Fig. 3, portable telephone 1 shown
in Fig. 2 is provided with control section 11, ROM (Read
Only Memory) 12, RAM (Random Access Memory) 13,
communication section 14, and bus 19 in addition to input
section 15, display section 16, microphone 17, and
speaker 18, which have been described above.
[0025] By inputting and outputting various types of sig-
nals among ROM 12, RAM 13, communication section
14, input section 15, display section 16, microphone 17,
and speaker 18 through bus 19, control section 11 func-
tions to control the overall operation of portable telephone
1.
[0026]  In addition, control section 11 is provided with
an ordinary electronic mail function. In other words, con-
trol section 11 performs a process that reads electronic
mail in which communication section 14 receives from

the outside, a process that newly creates electronic mail,
a process that reads electronic mail stored in RAM 13 or
the like, a process that inquires of a mail server (not
shown) whether or not electronic mail is left therein
through a network (not shown) to which portable tele-
phone 1 is connected, and other processes.
[0027] In this descriptive example, control section 11
has character input control section 11A that controls each
operation performed when an input of characters is ac-
cepted from the user, other operation control section 11B
that controls individual operations other than those per-
formed when an input of characters is accepted, and de-
coder/encoder 11C.
[0028] In this descriptive example, when character in-
put control section 11A and other operation control sec-
tion 11B control their individual operations, they input and
output signals that serve to control the individual opera-
tions among ROM 12, RAM 13, communication section
14, input section 15, display section 16, microphone 17,
and speaker 18 through bus 19.
[0029] In addition, as shown in Fig. 4, character input
control section 11A has list command determination sec-
tion 111, input screen control section 112, mode identi-
fication section 113, list display control section 114, tab
selection section 115, character selection section 116,
chart computation section 117, and confirmation section
118.
[0030] List command determination section 111 deter-
mines whether or not input section 15 has accepted an
entry that serves to edit document data (for example, text
of electronic mail or the like) from the user. If list command
determination section 111 determines that the entry that
serves to edit document data has been accepted, an "ed-
iting command" that causes a character input screen
WND to be displayed is output to input screen control
section 112.
[0031] In addition, after list command determination
section 111 determines that the entry that serves to edit
document data has been accepted from the user, then
list command determination section 111 determines
whether or not input section 15 has accepted an entry
that serves to complete the editing from the user. If list
command determination section 111 determines that the
entry that serves to complete the editing of document
data has been accepted, list command determination
section 111 outputs an "editing completion command",
that causes the editing of the character input screen WND
to be completed, to input screen control section 112.
[0032] If list command determination section 111 de-
termines that the entry that serves to edit document data
has been accepted, then list command determination
section 11 determines whether or not input section 15
has accepted an entry that serves to select a "pictorial
character - symbol input mode MOD" from the user. If
list command determination section 111 determines that
the entry that serves to select the pictorial character -
symbol input mode MOD has been accepted, list com-
mand determination section 111 outputs a "list display
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command" that causes a list screen ICH to be displayed
to list display control section 114.
[0033] In this example, the pictorial character - symbol
input mode MOD is a "particular character input mode"
that is a mode in which "a particular type of character"
(in this example, pictorial characters, symbols, and so
forth) is input.
[0034] In addition, after control section 11 determines
that input section 15 has accepted the entry that serves
to select the pictorial character - symbol input mode MOD
from the user, then list command determination section
111 determines whether or not input section 15 has ac-
cepted an entry that serves to complete the pictorial char-
acter - symbol input mode MOD from the user. If list com-
mand determination section 111 determines that the en-
try that serves to complete the pictorial character - symbol
input mode MOD, list command determination section
111 outputs a "list display completion command" that
causes the displaying of the list screen ICH to be com-
pleted to list display control section 114.
[0035] In the state that the list display command has
not been output from list command determination section
111 to list display control section 114, if the editing com-
mand is output from list command determination section
111, input screen control section 112 reads image data
of a character input screen WND shown in Fig. 5 from
ROM 12 and outputs the image data of the character
input screen WND to display section 16.
[0036] In the descriptive example, the character input
screen WND shown in Fig. 5 is composed of an editing
area EDT, a function area FNC, and a guidance area
GDN.
[0037] In this example, the editing area EDT is an area
that displays characters confirmed as those to be de-
scribed in document data (for example, text of electronic
mail).
[0038] On the other hand, the function area FNC is an
area that displays functions assigned to soft keys SF1 to
SF5.
[0039] In the example shown in Fig. 5, the soft key SF1
("MOJI: Character") is assigned a function that changes
an input mode for types of characters other than types
of characters that can be input in the pictorial character
- symbol input mode MOD. In this descriptive example,
it is assumed that character input modes that can be
changed by the soft key SF1 are a "Chinese character
input mode,"‘ "Katakana character input mode," "Alpha-
betic character input mode," and "Numeric character in-
put mode."
[0040] On the other hand, the soft key SF2 ("MULTI")
is assigned a function that activates another application
in the state in which the document data editing (genera-
tion of text of electronic mail) function has been activated.
[0041] On the other hand, the soft key SF3 ("EKI: Pic-
torial characters and symbols") is assigned a function
that causes the pictorial character - symbol input mode
MOD to be selected and the pictorial character - symbol
input mode MOD to be completed.

[0042] The soft key SF3 is a "particular mode selection
key" that changes the current mode to a "particular char-
acter input mode."
[0043] On the other hand, the soft key SF4 ("KINOU:
Function") is assigned a function that evokes a menu of
other functions that can be used when document data
(for example, text of electronic mail) are edited.
[0044] On the other hand, the soft key SF5 ("KAKUTEI:
Confirmation") is assigned a function that confirms the
entire document data (for example, text of electronic mail)
that have been input and completes the input of the doc-
ument data.
[0045] The soft keys SF1 to SF5 correspond to buttons
B1 to B5 shown in Fig. 2, respectively, for example, when
the button B1 is pressed, the soft key SF 1 is selected.
[0046] On the other hand, the guidance area GDN is
an area that displays a guidance and so forth that repre-
sent the current character input mode. In the guidance
area GDN of this descriptive example, character input
modes for types of characters other than those of char-
acters that can be input in the pictorial character - symbol
input mode MOD (for example, the Chinese character
input mode, the Katakana character input mode, the nu-
meric character input mode, and so forth) are displayed.
[0047] In the example shown in Fig. 5, although the
current time ("10: 30") is displayed in the guidance area
GDN using a clock function that control section 11 has,
whether or not the current time is displayed may be ar-
bitrary.
[0048] On the other hand, if the editing completion
command is output from list command determination sec-
tion 111, input screen control section 112 outputs a signal
that causes the displaying of the image data of the char-
acter input screen WND to be completed to display sec-
tion 16.
[0049] On the other hand, if mode identification section
113 identifies the input mode and outputs the mode to
input screen control section 112, it outputs a signal that
causes display section 16 to display the input mode that
mode identification section 113 has output instead of the
input mode currently displayed in the guidance area GDN
(in the example shown in Fig. 5, "KANJI ZEN-KAKU: Chi-
nese characters, double-byte input mode") to display
section 16.
[0050] If a situation in which an entry that serves to
change the input mode has been accepted is output from
input section 15 to mode identification section 113, it iden-
tifies the changed input mode. Thereafter, mode identi-
fication section 113 outputs the identified input mode to
input screen display section 113. While display section
16 displays the character input screen WIND shown in
Fig. 5, if the user presses the button B 1 corresponding
to the soft key SF1 (MOJI: Characters), input section 15
accepts an entry that serves to change the character in-
put mode of a type of character other than types of char-
acters that can be input in the pictorial character - symbol
input mode MOD from the user.
[0051] If the list display command is output from list
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command determination section 111 to list display control
section 114, it outputs image data of the list screen ICH
to be displayed in a list area LST that is shown in Fig. 6
and that is included in the character input screen WND
shown in Fig. 5 to display section 16.
[0052] In this descriptive example, when the list display
command is output from list command determination sec-
tion 111 to list display control section 114, it causes dis-
play section 16 to display the list screen ICH as shown
in Fig. 6 in which the tab TB1 has been selected.
[0053] In this case, the tab TB1 corresponds to "a first
tab that is any one of the plurality of tabs." The rest of
tabs TB2 to TB6 other than the tab TB1 correspond to a
"second tab" other than the first tab.
[0054] On the other hand, while display section 16 dis-
plays the list screen ICH, if the list display completion
command is output from list command determination sec-
tion 111 to list display control section 114, it outputs a
signal that causes the displaying of the list screen ICH
to be completed to display section 16.
[0055] In this example, the "list screen ICH" is a screen
on which lists of types of characters that can be input in
the pictorial character symbol input mode MOD (partic-
ular character input mode) (for example, a list of pictorial
characters and a list of symbols) are categorized and that
are indicated as using tabs corresponding to the types.
[0056] In the example shown in Fig. 6, the list area LST
in which the list screen ICH is displayed is located at the
same position as the guidance area GDN and a part of
the editing area EDT on the character input screen WND
shown in Fig. 5. However, the position of the list area
LST may be arbitrary on the character input screen WND.
[0057] In consideration of convenience to the user who
edits document data, however, it is preferred that the
area that displays the list screen ICH is an "area that
does not overlap with the entire editing area EDT."
[0058] The list screen ICH displayed in the list area
LST shown in Fig. 6 includes the tabs TB1 to TB6 that
categorize and correspond to the lists of pictorial char-
acters and symbols that can be input in the pictorial char-
acter symbol input mode MOD.
[0059] In the example shown in Fig. 6, the tab TB1 ("E:
Pictorial characters") is a tab that corresponds to a list of
pictorial characters of animated characters.
[0060] On the other hand, the tab TB2 ("DECOME",
which means "decoration mail") is a tab corresponding
to a list of moving images composed of animated char-
acters (hereinafter referred to as "pictorial characters of
decoration mail"), for example, animated GIF images.
[0061] On the other hand, the tab TB3 ("ZENKI : Dou-
ble byte symbols") is a tab corresponding to a list of dou-
ble byte symbols composed of multiple byte (so-called
double byte) data.
[0062] On the other hand, the tab TB4 ("hanks : Single
byte symbols,") is a tab corresponding to a list of single
byte symbols composed of single byte data.
[0063] On the other hand, the tab TB5 ("KAO : Emoti-
cons") is a tab corresponding to a list of character strings

that have particular meanings and that are composed of
double byte symbols, single byte symbols, and so forth
(hereinafter these character strings are referred to as
"emoticons"). A character string composed of symbols
such as (^ - ^) can be exemplified as an emoticon.
[0064] On the other hand, the tab TB6 ("URL") is a tab
corresponding to a list of character templates with high
frequencies of usage (for example, "http://" and "cojp")
in URLs (Uniform Resource Locators) designated when
an Internet connection is made on portable telephone 1.
The URLs are communication target designation infor-
mation that designates communication targets with
which communication section 14 communicates.
[0065] In addition, a cursor CSR that points to a picto-
rial character or symbol that is currently selected is dis-
played on the list screen TICH.
[0066] In addition, list display control section 114 reads
data of the list of pictorial character and symbols that
correspond to the tab from ROM by which tab selection
section 115 has made notification to list display control
section 114 while display section 16 displays the list
screen ICH and then list display control section 114 out-
puts the data of the list to display section 16. Then, display
section 16 displays the list that has been output from list
display control section 114 on the list screen ICH.
[0067]  More specifically, while display section 16 dis-
plays the character input screen WIND shown in Fig. 6,
if list display control section 114 is informed by tab se-
lection section 115 of the tab TB2 (DECOME: "decoration
mail"), list display control section 114 reads data of the
list of "pictorial characters of decoration mail" corre-
sponding to the tab TB2 from ROM 12 and outputs the
data to display section 16. Then, display section 16 dis-
plays the list screen ICH. including the list of pictorial
character of decoration mail on the character input
screen WND as shown in Fig. 7.
[0068] On the other hand, for example, if list display
control section 114 is informed of the tab TB3 (ZENKI :
Double byte symbols) by tab selection section 115, list
display control section 114 reads data of the list of "double
byte symbols" corresponding to the tab TB3 from ROM
12 and outputs the data to display section 16. Then, dis-
play section 16 displays the list screen ITCH including
the list of double byte symbols on the character input
screen WND as shown in Fig. 8.
[0069] A history area HST shown in Fig. 8 is an area
that represents an input history of double byte symbols
that input section 15 has accepted an entry that serves
to confirm the symbols from the user. With the displaying
of the input history, the user can easily input characters
with high frequency usage (in the example shown in Fig.
8, double byte symbols).
[0070] On the other hand, character selection section
116 selects a character corresponding to an entry that
serves to move the cursor CSR, that input section 15 has
accepted from the user, from characters indicated in the
history area HST or pictorial character and symbols in-
dicated in a list that corresponds to and that is categorized
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as the selected tab. Thereafter, if a button B5 that accepts
an entry that serves to execute a function caused to cor-
respond to the soft key SF5 is pressed, input section 15
accepts an entry that serves to confirm the selected char-
acter.
[0071] In the case in which any one of the tabs TB1 to
TB6 has been selected, if input section 15 accepts an
entry from the user that serves to press the button B 1
corresponding to the soft key SF1, tab selection section
115 will select a tab (tab TB6) located on the left of the
currently selected tab (in the example shown in Fig. 6,
the tab TB1).
[0072] On the other hand, in the case in which any one
of the tabs TB1 to TB6 has been selected, if input section
15 accepts an entry from the user that serves to press
the button B3 corresponding to the soft key SF3 from the
user, tab selection section 115 will select a tab (tab TB2)
located on the right of the currently selected tab (in the
example shown in Fig. 6, tab TB1).
[0073] With the indication of pressing direction ("←" or
"→") of the soft key SF1 or SF4, when the user selects
one tab from among tabs TB1 to TB6, he or she can
intuitively and easily know that by pressing the button
BT1 or BT3 , movement to the left or right can be per-
formed.
[0074] In this example, the soft keys SF1 (←) and SF3
(→) indicated in the pictorial character - symbol input
mode MOD (particular character input mode) are "tab
selection keys."
[0075] Thereafter, tab selection section 115 informs
list display control section 114 and chart computation
section 117 of the selected tab.
[0076] In the case in which display section 16 is struc-
tured such that a touch panel is disposed at positions
corresponding to the tabs TB1 to TB6 on the list screen
ICH, when tab selection section 115 accepts an entry
from the user that serves to press the touch panel with
which display section 16 is provided, tab selection section
115 will select the tab displayed corresponding to the
position at which the touch panel is pressed.
[0077] While display section 16 displays the list screen
ITCH, if input section 15 accepts an entry from the user
that serves to press a four-way directional button DIR
that can be pressed in any one direction of up, down, left,
and right, character selection section 116 will select a
pictorial character or symbol displayed on the list screen
ICH depending on the pressing direction.
[0078] For example, if input section 15 accepts an en-
try from the user that serves to press the four-way direc-
tional button DIR, character selection section 116 will se-
lect a character displayed on the left of the currently se-
lected character on the list screen ICH.
[0079] Chart computation section 117 computes a
"display completion rate RT" corresponding to a charac-
ter that character selection section 116 has selected. In
addition, chart computation section 117 generates an im-
age of a chart that represents the computed display com-
pletion rate RT and outputs the image of the chart to list

display control section 114. Then, list display control sec-
tion 114 causes display section 16 to display the image
of the chart that chart computation section 117 has out-
put.
[0080] In this example, the "display completion rate
RT" represents the ratio of the number of pictorial char-
acters or symbols that list display control section 114 has
caused display section 16 to display to the total number
of pictorial characters or symbols included in the tab that
tab selection section 115 currently selects on the list
screen ICH.
[0081] If the total number of symbols included in the
list of characters whose type corresponds to the tab TB3
(double byte symbols) is 100 and if list display control
section 114 has already caused display section 16 to
display 50 symbols, the display completion rate RT will
be 50/100 = 0.5.
[0082] Although the method that computes the "display
completion rate RT" is not limited, in this descriptive ex-
ample, chart computation section 117 computes the total
number of characters that belongs to the list of characters
whose type corresponds to the tab that tab selection sec-
tion 115 currently selects. Thereafter, chart computation
section 117 assigns sequence numbers that are the
same values as those in the list of characters whose type
corresponds to the tab that tab selection section 115 has
selected. Thereafter, chart computation section 117 de-
cides the value in which the assigned sequence number
assigned of the character that character selection section
116 selects is divided by the total number of characters
that belong to the list of characters whose type corre-
sponds to the tab as the display completion rate RT.
[0083] The image of the chart that chart computation
section 117 generates may be arbitrary. For example,
the image may be a pie chart in which a fan shape that
defines a circumferential area corresponding to the value
of the display completion rate RT is concentrically super-
imposed on a circle that has an area corresponding to
the total number of pictorial characters and symbols in-
cluded in the tab that tab selection section 115 currently
selects.
[0084] In this descriptive example, the image of the
chart that chart computation section 117 generates will
be described as a bar chart BAR in which a rectangle
whose area longitudinally increases or decreases from
the end of the rectangle corresponding to the value of
the display completion rate RAT is superimposed on a
rectangle that has an area corresponding to the total
number of pictorial characters and symbols included in
the tab that tab selection section 115 currently selects.
[0085]  In the example shown in Fig. 8, a scroll bar
SCR shown in Fig. 8 represents a rectangle that has an
area corresponding to the total number of pictorial char-
acters and symbols included in the tab TB3 that tab se-
lection section 115 currently selects. A black portion
shown in Fig. 8 represents a rectangle that increases
corresponding to the value of the display completion rate
RT. If all characters (in this example, double byte sym-
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bols) included in the list assigned to the tab TB3 can be
displayed in the list area LST, the scroll bar SCR will be
entirely covered with the bar chart BAR.
[0086] While the list screen ICH. is displayed, if input
section 15 accepts an entry from the user that serves to
scroll downward through the four-way directional button
DIE, the area of the bar chart BAR (black portion) will
increase downward on the scroll bar SCR. Thus, the user
can intuitively and easily recognize what part of the list
of characters that is included in the selected tab TB3 will
be displayed.
[0087] Since the image of the bar chart BAR that rep-
resents the display completion rate RT that chart com-
putation section 117 has computed is displayed, even if
the number of pictorial characters and symbols included
in the list of pictorial characters and symbols correspond-
ing to the tab that tab selection section 115 currently se-
lects is greater than the number of pictorial characters
and symbols that can be displayed in the list area LST,
the user can intuitively and easily recognize what part of
the list that is included in the tab TB3 that is currently
selected will be displayed without the necessity of directly
operating the four-way directional button DIR.
[0088] While character selection section 116 selects a
pictorial character or symbol from the list screen ICH, if
input section 15 accepts an entry from the user that
serves to confirm the pictorial character or symbol as a
character to be described in document data, confirmation
section 118 decides the pictorial character or symbol that
character selection section 116 has selected as one to
be displayed in the editing area EDT on the character
input screen WND.
[0089] T hereafter, confirmation section 118 outputs
the pictorial character or symbol decided to be displayed
in the editing area EDT on the character input screen
WND to display section 16. Then, display section 16 dis-
plays the pictorial character or symbol that is output from
confirmation section 118 in the editing area EDT on the
character input screen WND.
[0090] Other operation control section 11B shown in
Fig. 3 controls other than each operation of those con-
trolled by character input control section 11A, namely,
each operation other than the character input operation.
[0091] Decoder/encoder 11C converts (encodes) a
signal that is output from character input control section
11A or other operation control section 11B into a signal
format that is output to bus 19 (for example, address and
data).
[0092] In addition, decoder/encoder 11C converts (de-
codes) a signal that is input from bus 19 into a signal
format that is output to character input control section
11A or other operation control section 11B.
[0093] ROM 12 is a "storage section" that stores arbi-
trary data.
[0094] ROM 12 stores a program that causes control
section 11 to perform various controls (for example, com-
munication control and power save control) and an ap-
plication that creates electronic mail.

[0095] In addition, ROM 12 stores image data that rep-
resent the character input screen WND on which the user
inputs characters.
[0096] In addition, ROM 12 stores image data that rep-
resent the list screen WND displayed in the pictorial char-
acter - symbol input mode MOD.
[0097] In addition, ROM 12 categorizes and stores da-
ta that represent individual characters (including partic-
ular types of characters) that the user can input on port-
able telephone 1.
[0098] In this example, the types of characters that the
user can input are not specifically limited. In this example,
it is assumed that the types of characters that the user
can input are Hiragana characters, Katakana characters,
Chinese characters, pictorial characters, pictorial char-
acters of moving images, and symbols.
[0099] In addition, ROM 12 (storage section) stores
tab selection keys and pre-designated ones of a plurality
of input buttons such that they are caused to correspond
to each other. If an input button that is caused to corre-
spond to a tab selection key is pressed, list display control
section 114 recognizes that the tab selection key will have
been selected.
[0100] In addition, ROM 12 stores audio data of various
melodies and so forth that are output from speaker 18.
[0101] RAM 13 is a "storage section" that stores arbi-
trary data.
[0102] RAM 13 stores data that input section 15 ac-
cepts from the user. In addition, RAM 13 stores electronic
mail transmitted from the outside to portable telephone
1 and is also used as a work area with which control
section 11 executes processes.
[0103] Communication section 14 communicatively
connects portable telephone 1 and an external terminal
device that is a communication target and transmits and
receives arbitrary data to and from the external terminal
device (not shown).
[0104] For example, communication section 14 trans-
mits electronic mail including text that was edited to an
external terminal device (not shown).
[0105] Input section 15 has various types of keys (a
ten key pad TEN, buttons BT1 to BT5 corresponding to
soft keys TB1 to TB5, and keys located outside when
portable telephone 1 is folded) and accepts an input of
data corresponding to an operation that the user per-
forms with the keys. Thereafter, input section 15 outputs
the accepted input data to control section 11.
[0106] Individual keys of the ten key pad TEN with
which input section 15 is provided are assigned Hiragana
characters, alphanumeric characters, and so forth. In oth-
er words, if a character input mode other than the pictorial
character - symbol input mode MOD has been selected,
input section 15 accepts an entry that serves to select
and confirm a character that the user desires in the editing
area EDT on the character input screen WND through
the ten key pad TEN.
[0107] In addition, input section 15 accepts an entry
that serves to select a character that the user desires
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from pictorial characters and symbols displayed in the
list screen ICH in the pictorial character - symbol input
mode MOD through the four-way directional button DIR,
that can be pressed in any one of up, down, left, and right
directions. Screen display control section 114 causes the
cursor CSR shown in Fig. 6 to be moved and displayed
corresponding to the direction in which the four-way di-
rectional button DIR. is pressed.
[0108] On the other hand, when the buttons B1 to B5
of input section 15 are pressed, processes assigned
thereto vary depending on the operation mode in which
portable telephone 1 operates.
[0109] In other words, input section 15 accepts an en-
try from the user that serves to execute a function caused
to correspond to each of the soft keys SF 1 to SF4 shown
in Fig. 5 through the buttons B1 to B4, respectively.
[0110] In addition, input section 15 accepts an entry
from the user that serves to execute a function caused
to correspond to the soft key SF5 through the button B5
concentrically located inside the four-way directional but-
ton DIR. For example, while "KAKUTEI: Confirmation" is
indicated when the button B5 is pressed as the soft key
SF5 on the character input screen WND as shown in Fig.
5, input section 15 accepts an entry from the user that
serves to confirm the selected character as a character
to be described in the text.
[0111] Display section 16 displays arbitrary data, for
example characters that input section 15 accepts.
[0112] In addition, display section 16 displays the char-
acter input screen WND and the list screen ICH that are
output from character input control section 11A.
[0113] Display section 16 may have a touch panel
function. In this case, display section 16 also has a func-
tion as input section 15 that inputs information from the
outside.
[0114] Microphone 17 inputs a voice during a tele-
phone call. Speaker 18 generates the voice of the com-
munication party during a telephone call.
[0115] Bus 19 mutually connects the above-described
components to each other. Although Fig. 3 exemplifies
the structure in which the individual components are mu-
tually connected through bus 19, if necessary, the indi-
vidual components may be connected with discrete lines.
[0116] Next, with reference to a flowchart shown in Fig.
9, an operation performed when portable telephone 1
that has the above-described structure accepts the input
of a character from the user will be described.
[0117] In the following, a case in which the user inputs
characters and edits text of electronic mail on portable
telephone 1 will be exemplified.
[0118] When input section 15 accepts a command that
activates the electronic mail function and a command
that newly creates mail (namely, an editing command for
document data) from the user on portable telephone 1,
list command determination section 111 outputs an ed-
iting command that causes the character input screen
WND to be displayed to input screen control section 112.
[0119] Then, input screen control section 112 reads

the image data of the character input screen WND shown
in Fig. 5 from ROM 12 and outputs the image data to
display section 16.
[0120] Then, at step 1, display section 16 displays the
image data of the character input screen WND that have
been output from input screen control section 112 and
that is shown in Fig. 5.
[0121] While display section 16 displays the character
input screen WND shown in Fig. 5 at step 1, input section
15 is in the state in which it can accept an entry that
serves to select Hiragana characters, Katakana charac-
ters, Chinese characters, and so forth from the user. In
addition, at this point, input section 15 is in the state in
which it can accept an entry that serves to select the
pictorial character - symbol input mode MOD from the
user.
[0122] While display section 16 displays the character
input screen WND shown in Fig. 5, if input section 15
accepts an entry that serves to select a character input
mode in which the user inputs his or her desired type of
character and an entry that serves to select a character
in the selected character input mode from him or her,
then at step 2, character selection section 116 selects
the characters that input section 15 has accepted.
[0123] Thereafter, while character selection section
116 selects a character from the character input screen
WND shown in Fig. 5, if input section 15 accepts an entry
that serves to confirm the character as one to be de-
scribed in the text, then at step 3, confirmation section
118 decides the character that character selection sec-
tion 116 has selected as a pictorial character or symbol
to be displayed in the editing area EDT on the character
input screen WND.
[0124] Then, display section 16 displays the character
that confirmation section 118 has confirmed at step 3 in
the editing area EDT on the character input screen WND
shown in Fig.
[0125] Thereafter, at step 4, list command determina-
tion section 111 determines whether or not input section
15 has accepted an entry that serves to select the pictorial
character - symbol input mode MOD from the user.
[0126] In this descriptive example, while the character
input screen WND shown in Fig. 5 is displayed, if the
user presses the button B3 that causes a function that
corresponds to the soft key SF3 (EKI : Pictorial charac-
ters and symbols), list command determination section
111 determines that input section 15 has accepted the
entry from the user that serves to select the pictorial char-
acter - symbol input mode MOD.
[0127] If list command determination section 111 de-
termines the entry that serves to select the pictorial char-
acter - symbol input mode MOD, list command determi-
nation section 111 outputs a list display command that
causes the list screen ICH to be displayed to list display
control section 114.
[0128] Then, list display control section 114 reads the
image data of the list screen ICH shown in Fig. 6 from
ROM 12 and outputs the image data to display section 16.
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[0129] Then, at step 5, display section 16 displays the
list screen ICH that categorizes lists of "particular types
of characters" (for example, pictorial characters and sym-
bols) that can be input in the pictorial character - symbol
input mode MOD by types in the list area LST on the
character input screen WND that is currently displayed.
In this case, the screen displayed by display section 16
is the character input screen WND shown in Fig. 6.
[0130] While display section 16 displays the list screen
ICH and any one of the tabs TB 1 to TB6 has been se-
lected at step 5, tab selection section 115 determines
whether or not input section 15 has accepted an entry
from the user that serves to press either the button B 1
that corresponds to the soft key SF1 or the button B3 that
corresponds to the soft key SF3.
[0131]  The, at step 6, if tab selection section 115 de-
termines that the entry that serves to press either the
button B1 or B3 has been accepted, tab selection section
115 selects a tab that is adjacent to the currently selected
tab and that is located in a predetermined direction cor-
responding to the pressed button B1 or B3. Thereafter,
tab selection section 115 informs list display control sec-
tion 114 of the selected tab.
[0132] Then, list display control section 114 reads data
of the list of pictorial characters and symbols that corre-
spond to the tab from ROM 12 by which tab selection
section 115 has made notification to list display control
section 114, and outputs the data of the list to display
section 16. Then, display section 16 displays the list
screen ICH. that displays the list of pictorial characters
and symbols corresponding to the tab by which tab se-
lection section 115 has informed list display control sec-
tion 114.
[0133] For example, while display section 16 displays
the list screen ICH. that corresponds to the tab TB 1 and
that is shown in Fig. 6, if tab selection section 115 informs
list display control section 114 of the tab TB2, then, at
step 5, display section 16 displays the list screen ICH
that displays a list corresponding to the tab TB2 and that
is shown in Fig. 7.
[0134] While display section 16 displays the list screen
ICH at step 5, if input section 15 accepts an entry from
the user that serves to press the four-way directional but-
ton DIR, then, at step 7, character selection section 116
selects a pictorial character or symbol from those dis-
played on the list screen ICH in the direction in which the
four-way directional button DIR has been pressed. For
example, if input section 15 accepts an entry from the
user that serves to press the four-way directional button
DIR leftward, character selection section 116 selects a
character displayed on the left of the currently selected
character on the list screen ICH.
[0135] Then, at step 8, chart computation section 117
computes the display completion rate RT corresponding
to the character that character selection section 116 has
selected, generates an image of the bar chart BAR that
represents the display completion rate RT, and outputs
the image to list display control section 114. Then, list

display control section. 114 causes display section 16 to
display the bar chart BAR that chart computation section
117 has output.
[0136] On the other hand, while character selection
section 116 selects pictorial characters and symbols at
step 7, if input section 15 accepts an entry from the user
that serves to confirm the pictorial characters and sym-
bols as characters to be described in the text, then, at
step 9, confirmation section 118 decides the pictorial
characters and symbols that character selection section
116 has selected as pictorial characters and symbols that
are to be displayed in the editing area EDT on the char-
acter input screen WND.
[0137] Thereafter, confirmation section 118 outputs
the pictorial characters and symbols decided to be dis-
played in the editing area EDT on the character input
screen WND to display section 16.
[0138] Then, display section 16 displays the pictorial
characters and symbols that has been output from con-
firmation section 118 in the editing area EDT on the char-
acter input screen WND.
[0139] Then, at step 10, list command determination
section 111 determines whether or not input section 15
has accepted an entry from the user that serves to com-
plete the pictorial character - symbol input mode MOD.
[0140] If list command determination section 111 de-
termines that the entry that serves to complete the pic-
torial character - symbol input mode MOD has not been
accepted, then, at step 5, list display control section 114
reads the image data of the list screen ICH from ROM
12 and outputs the image data to display section 16.
Then, display section 16 displays the image data of the
list screen ICH that have been output from list display
control section 114.
[0141] In contrast, if list command determination sec-
tion 111 determines that the entry that serves to complete
the pictorial character - symbol input mode MOD has
been accepted, list command determination section 111
outputs a list display completion command that causes
displaying of the list screen ICH to be completed to list
display control section 114.
[0142] Then, list display control section 114 outputs a
signal that causes the displaying of the list screen ICH
to be completed to display section 16. In this case, display
section 16 completes the displaying of the list screen ICH.
[0143] In contrast, if list command determination sec-
tion 111 determines that the entry that serves to complete
the pictorial character - symbol input mode MOD has
been accepted at step 10, then at step 11, list command
determination section 111 determines whether or not in-
put section 15 has accepted an entry from the user that
serves to complete the editing of text data (in this exam-
ple, creation of text of electronic mail).
[0144] The case in which it is determined, that the entry
that serves to complete the editing of the text data has
not been accepted at step 11, corresponds to the case
in which the editing of text data is continued. Thus, list
command determination section 111 outputs an editing
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command that causes the character input screen WND
to be displayed to input screen control section 112.
[0145] Then, input screen control section 112 reads
the image data of the character input screen WIND shown
in Fig. 5 from ROM 12 and outputs the image data of the
character input screen WND to display section 16. In this
case, at step 1, display section 16 displays image data
of the character input screen WND shown in Fig. 5.
[0146] In contrast, if list command determination sec-
tion 111 determines that the entry that serves to complete
the editing of the text (document data) of electronic mail
has been accepted, list command determination section
111 outputs an editing completion command that causes
the displaying of the character input screen WND to be
completed to input screen control section 112.
[0147] Thus, input screen control section 112 outputs
a signal that causes displaying of the image data of the
character input screen WND to be completed to display
section 16. In this case, display section 16 completes
displaying of the image data of the character input screen
WIND.
[0148] As described above, according to the present
invention, if list command determination section 111 de-
termines that the entry that serves to select the pictorial
character - symbol input mode MOD has been accepted,
list display control section 114 displays the list screen
ICH in which lists of particular types of characters (for
example, pictorial characters, double byte symbols, and
single byte symbols) are categorized and are indicated
using tabs corresponding to the types in an area that
does not overlap with the entire editing area EDT on the
character input screen WND. Thus, the user can distin-
guish a type of character that can be input on the list
screen ICH at glance.
[0149]  Thereafter, if input section 15 accepts an entry
from the user that serves to select any one of the tabs,
tab selection section 115 selects a tab corresponding to
the entry from the list screen ICH. Then, list display con-
trol section 114 displays a list of characters whose type
is assigned to the tab selected by tab selection section
115 in an area that does not overlap with the entire editing
area EDT on the character input screen WND.
[0150] Thus, even if the user inputs a particular type
of character such as pictorial characters and symbols on
a portable electronic device such as a portable telephone
having a limited number of keys arranged due to the on-
going demand for miniaturization, the user can easily
change the current screen to a screen that accepts an
input of the particular type of character, without reducing
convenience to the user who edits document data dis-
played on the display with which the portable electronic
device is provided.
[0151] In addition, according to the present invention,
chart computation section 117 computes the display
completion rate RT corresponding to a character that
character selection section 116 selects, generates an im-
age of a chart (for example, a bar chart BAR) that repre-
sents the display completion rate RT, and outputs the

image to list display control section 114. Then, list display
control section 114 causes display section 16 to display
the image of the chart that chart computation section 117
has output together with the scroll bar SCR.
[0152] Thus, even if the number of characters that can
be input in the pictorial character - symbol input mode
MOD is greater than the number of characters that can
be displayed on the screen of display section 16, the user
can intuitively and easily recognize what part of the list
of characters included in the selected tab is displayed
without the need to perform an entry that serves to display
all characters included in a selected list by directly oper-
ating the four-way directional button DIR.
[0153] Various modification can be made without de-
parting from the spirit of the present invention.
[0154] Tabs on the list screen ICH displayed if the entry
that serves to press the soft key SF3 (EKI : Pictorial char-
acters and symbols) is accepted from the user may not
be assigned corresponding to individual types of charac-
ters. For example, a tab on the list screen ICH may be
caused to correspond to a particular word and when the
tab is selected, a list of associative transformation can-
didates that is a list of word candidates associated with
the particular word may be displayed. For example, if a
tab is caused to correspond to a particular word (today),
phrases, pictorial characters, pictorial characters of dec-
oration mail, and so forth that are associated from the
word "today" may be included in the list corresponding
to the tab.
[0155] In addition, keys for entries that serve to select
the tabs TB 1 to TB6 are not limited to the button D1 and
the button B3. For example, if input section 15 accepts
an entry from the user that serves to press the four-way
directional button DIR either leftward or rightward, tab
selection section 115 may select a tab (the tab TB2) that
is adjacent to the selected tab and that is located in the
direction (for example, rightward) in which the four-way
directional button DIR has been pressed for the selected
tab (in the example shown in Fig. 6, the tab TB1).
[0156] In addition to the structure in which processes
of portable telephone 1 are realized by the above-de-
scribed dedicated hardware, the present invention may
be realized by causing a program that realizes the func-
tions to be recorded onto a record medium from which
portable telephone 1 can read the program and then
causing portable telephone 1 to read the program from
the record medium and execute it. The record medium
that portable telephone 1 can use to read the program is
an HDD or the like built in portable telephone 1 along
with movable record mediums such as a floppy disk (reg-
istered trademark), a magneto optical disc, a DVD and
a CD. The program recorded on the record medium is
read by control section 11 that portable telephone 1 has
and processes similar to the above-described ones are
performed under the control of control section 11.
[0157] In this example, control section 11 that portable
telephone 1 has operates as a computer that executes
the program read from the record medium onto which
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the program is recorded.
[0158] Now, the present invention has been described.
However, it should be understood by those skilled in the
art that the structure and details of the present invention
may be changed in various manners without departing
from the scope of the present invention.
[0159] This application is based upon and claims the
benefit of priority from Japanese Patent Application No.
2008- 263991 filed on October 10,2008, the content of
which is incorporated by reference.

DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0160]

1 Portable telephone
11 Control section
11A Character input control section
11B Other operation control section
11C Decoder/encoder
111 List command determination section
112 Input screen control section
113 Mode identification section
114 List display control section
115 Tab selection section
116 Character selection section
117 Chart computation section
118 Confirmation section
12 ROM
13 RAM
14 Communication section
15 Input section
16 Display section
17 Microphone
18 Speaker

Claims

1. A portable electronic device comprising:

a plurality of input buttons that serve to input
characters;
a display section that displays an editing screen
that serves to edit a sentence using the charac-
ters that have been input;
a storage section that categorizes particular
types of characters and stores them as catego-
rized;
an input screen control section that causes said
display section to display a particular mode se-
lection key that serves to change to a particular
character input mode in which said particular
types of characters are input; and
a list display control section that reads said par-
ticular types of characters from said storage sec-
tion and causes said display section to display
a plurality of tabs caused to correspond to the

particular types of characters that have been
read and a type of character caused to corre-
spond to a first tab that is any one of the plurality
of tabs such that they do not entirely cover said
editing screen if the particular mode selection
key displayed on said display section is selected
by a user,
wherein said list display control section changes
a type of character to be displayed on said dis-
play section from a type of character caused to
correspond to said first tab to a type of character
caused to correspond to a second tab other than
said first tab if said second tab other than said
first tab of the plurality of tabs that said display
section displays is selected by the user.

2. The portable electronic device according to claim 1,
further comprising:

a chart computation section that computes a dis-
play completion rate that is a ratio of the number
of characters that have been displayed on said
display section to the number of characters
whose type is caused to correspond to said se-
lected tab and that generates a chart that rep-
resents the display completion rate if the number
of characters whose type is caused to corre-
spond to said selected tab exceeds the number
that can be displayed on said display section,
wherein said list display control section causes
said display section to display said chart such
that said chart does not entirely cover said ed-
iting screen.

3. The portable electronic device according to claim 1,
wherein said list display control section causes said
display section to display a tab selection key that
serves to select said tab and, if the tab selection key
is selected, said list display control section changes
the type of character to be displayed on said display
section from a type of character that is currently dis-
played to a type of character caused to correspond
to a tab selected by the tab selection key.

4. The portable electronic device according to claim 3,
wherein said storage section stores a correspond-
ence of said tab selection key and a pre-designated
input button from among said plurality of input but-
tons,
wherein said list display control section recognizes
that the tab selection key is selected if the input but-
ton caused to correspond to said tab selection key
is pressed.

5. A character input screen display method, compris-
ing:

an input screen control process that causes a
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display section that displays an editing screen
that serves to edit a sentence using characters
that are input through a plurality of input buttons
that serve to input characters to display a par-
ticular mode selection key that changes to a par-
ticular character input mode in which particular
types of characters are input; and
a list display control process that causes said
display section to display a plurality of tabs
caused to correspond to the particular types of
characters and a type of character caused to
correspond to a first tab that is any one of the
plurality of tabs such that they do not entirely
cover said editing screen if the particular mode
selection key displayed on said display section
is selected by a user,
wherein said list display control process chang-
es a type of character to be displayed on said
display section from a type of character caused
to correspond to said first tab to a type of char-
acter caused to correspond to a second tab oth-
er than said first tab if said second tab other than
said first tab of the plurality of tabs displayed by
said display section is selected by the user.

6. The character input screen display method accord-
ing to claim 5, further comprising:

a chart computation process that computes a
display completion rate that is a ratio of the
number of characters that have been displayed
on said display section to the number of char-
acters whose type is caused to correspond to
said selected tab and that generates a chart that
represents the display completion rate if the
number of characters whose type is caused to
correspond to said selected tab exceeds the
number that can be displayed on said display
section,
wherein said list display control process causes
said display section to display said chart such
that said chart does not entirely cover said ed-
iting screen.

7. The character input screen display method accord-
ing to claim 5,
wherein said list display control process causes said
display section to display a tab selection key that
serves to select said tab and, if the tab selection key
is selected, said list display control process changes
the type of character to be displayed on said display
section from a type of character that is currently dis-
played to a type of character caused to correspond
to a tab selected by the tab selection key.

8. A program that causes a portable electronic device
that has a display section that displays an editing
screen that serves to edit a sentence using charac-

ters that are input to execute the procedures com-
prising:

an input screen control procedure that causes
said display section to display a particular mode
selection key that serves to change to a partic-
ular character input mode in which particular
types of characters are input; and
a list display control procedure that causes said
display section to display a plurality of tabs
caused to correspond to the particular types of
characters and a type of character caused to
correspond to a first tab that is any one of the
plurality of tabs such that they do not entirely
cover said editing screen if the particular mode
selection key displayed on said display section
is selected by a user,
wherein said list display control process chang-
es a type of character to be displayed on said
display section from a type of character caused
to correspond to said first tab to a type of char-
acter caused to correspond to a second tab oth-
er than said first tab if said second tab other than
said first tab of the plurality of tabs displayed by
said display section is selected by the user.

9. The program that causes said portable electronic de-
vice to execute the procedures according to claim 8,
further comprising:

a chart computation procedure that computes a
display completion rate that is a ratio of the
number of characters that have been displayed
on said display section to the number of char-
acters whose type is caused to correspond to
said selected tab and that generates a chart that
represents the display completion rate if the
number of characters whose type is caused to
correspond to said selected tab exceed the
number that can be displayed on said display
section,
wherein said list display control procedure caus-
es said display section to display said chart such
that said chart does not entirely cover said ed-
iting screen.

10. The program according to claim 8,
wherein said list display control procedure causes
said display section to display a tab selection key
that serves to select said tab and, if the tab selection
key is selected, to changes the type of character to
be displayed on said display section from a type of
character that is currently displayed to a type of char-
acter caused to correspond to a tab selected by the
tab selection key.
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